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Jan James!

!
Chief Executive of Good Egg Safety – a national
Community Interest Company – who passionately
advocates for social justice and community safety.
Over the last twenty years, she has worked on a wide
range of societal issues, including domestic abuse, and
with a tight focus on protecting children from harm. Jan
works closely with UK and Scottish Governments.
For the last two years Jan has campaigned pro bono
to raise awareness of parental alienation as a form
of domestic abuse and provided support to thousands
of victim parents and wider family members.

Erin Prizzey
Legendary founder of Refuge – the world’s first domestic
violence shelter for woman and children – and global expert
on domestic abuse.
Erin is a best-selling author and her powerful book “Scream
quietly or the neighbours will hear” was also a world first which
drew attention to the serious plight of domestic abuse victims.
Now in her eighties, this incredible and compassionate
woman is Patron of FNF Both Parents Matter and Bristol
Grandparents Support Group and still works tirelessly to
protect victims.

Sarah Phillimore
A leading family law barrister with an interest in care
proceedings, private law children applications and Court of
Protection work.
Sarah has specialised in Child Protection Law since 1999.
She was the 2020 Family Law Commentator of the year
at the Family Law Awards.
www.childprotectionresource.online

Stuart Graham
Stuart Graham has a BSc in Psychology and MSc in
Attachment Studies. He has undertaken extensive CPD with
accredited experts and has been instructed as an Expert
Witness in intractable family court cases.
He has authored two books under the pseudonym Stuart
Hontree which provide critical analysis of the organisation of,
and events witnessed, in UK private law family courts.
He has supported and successfully applied reunifications of
severely alienated children as an expert.

Greg Downing
Text.

Greg is Chair of FNF Both Parents Matter and previously
worked as a volunteer since 2008 running branch services
and serving as a trustee, then Vice Chair prior to his current
position.
He has undertaken extensive work in family separation and
dedicated his life to helping families put children first.
Greg is a also a qualified family, commercial mediator,
executive and shared parenting coach and helps children,
mum's, dads, and grandparents as a coach and mediator
and Mckenzie friend.

Sarah Squires
Text.

A qualified social worker since 2009, I have worked with vulnerable children and families in a variety of roles including family
support, parent support and child protection social worker for the past 12 years. I thought I knew everything there was to
know about child abuse. Until I experienced parental alienation in my personal life.

My knowledge and experience almost made it worse because I understood the damage being inflicted on the children as
well as the flaws in the system designed to protect them. On one occasion I witnessed the child reporting physical abuse
only to be told by professionals that she was lying! At that moment, I felt hopeless and, to be honest, angry.

When the relationship fell apart under the strain of the alienating parent's relentless attempts to smear us, interrupt the
relationship and exert her parenting power, I decided to put my heartache to practical use and set about retraining in
coaching and counselling, focusing on relational and familial support.

I have since used my experience, both personal and professional, to set up The Nurturing Coach (a specialist therapy
service for victims) and Get Court Ready Ltd (a unique, gender neutral and specialised online training package for
individuals going through Family Court against an abusive ex).

Alienation is a very real child protection issue, one which has to be included in the Domestic Abuse Bill Guidance to ensure
that professionals assigned to protect children are trained to know the warning signs and the best interventions. It will also
ensure that all victims (parents and children) have their experiences validated, giving them access to the correct support. If
it is removed, we are essentially telling alienated children that what they are experiencing is acceptable and they are "on
their own". In my opinion, that is unacceptable.

